
Maths  
(Early Learning Goal, Numbers) 

 

Numbers: To 20  
Count to 20 out loud or by doing 20 jumps or claps. 
Remember to say one number name for each jump. 
Can you count in 2s? 2, 4, 6, 8, 10… 
 
(All of these numbers are even because they can be 
shared into groups of two. Whereas 1, 3, 5, 7 are odd 
and cannot be shared equally into 2). 
 
Watch 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b08r2l4d/nu
mberblocks-series-2-odds-and-evens 
Talk to your grown up about Odd and Even Numbers. 

Feeling super clever? 
Find an example of an odd and even number around 
your house or on a local walk. 
 
                   Space, Shape and Measures 
(Early Learning Goal, children use everyday language 
to talk about money and compare quantities.) 
Look at some coins or pictures of coins with your 
grown up. Which ones have you seen before? 
Do you know any money names? 
Can you talk about pennies and writing it as a price? 
Super challenge: Price some toys as different pence, 
write it next to your toy e.g. 2p 7p. 
(A big picture of British coins picture attached below). 

Literacy 
Reading 

Can I use my sounds to independently read one of my 
books?   

(Early Learning Goal, Reading) 
Log in to your Bug Club Account and complete 1 new 
book, answering the comprehension questions there. 
                                         Writing 

Can I use my sounds to independently write a 
sentence? (Early Learning Goal, Writing)  

 
In Oi Dog and Oi Cat the Frog and the Cat make the 
rules. Can you write a rule choosing either the Frog, 
Dog or Cat. For example 

                             Rules 
Dog says pigs sit on wigs. Or 

Cat says crows sit on bows. 
REMEMBER – when writing we would like you to have a go 
at writing all the words. Use your sounds to help you. We 
are not expecting words to be spelt correctly…  
Also, when writing please can you encouraged your child to 
write on lines.  
                                          

                                            Phonics 
Please practice saying and writing all of the sounds 
stuck in your Reading Records. If your grown up gives 
you a few words with these sounds in, maybe you can 
use your Fred Fingers to sound them out and write 
them. 

Other Activity Ideas 
                 
Syllables: Clap out and say the words; Oi Frog, Oi Dog, Oi 
Cat which have two syllables.  
Can you clap out the syllables in your name? How many 
symbols does it have? Miss Machin has three syllables. 

                          Feeling super clever? 
Can you clap out Oi Duck-Billed Platypus? How many 
syllables does it have? 
 
What is your favourite story out of the three pictured and 
that you listened to on the above links? 
Can you re-tell it to your grown up? 
Can you join in with the phrases in bold and talk about 
some of the new rhyming pairs; Dragons sit on Wagons, 
Chicks sit on Bricks or Dingoes sit on Flamingoes. 
 

                                   Get Active 

Can you get into the Yoga Pose Downward Dog 

 
Upload a picture to Tapestry 
Need any help use the link below 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEnd0jPkunQ 
 
Or watch Cat Yoga-Cosmic yoga 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nfd6e4wBQho 

 

Our learning this week is based around the books; Oi Dog!, Oi Cat! 

& Oi Platypus! Please upload any learning to Tapestry. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WzCjWk2mRw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7G2CNKhDbA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwFYHGYD9tw  
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Understanding the World 
(Early Learning Goal, UTW-The World). 

 
A Duck-Billed Platypus is an animal from Australia. 
With your grown up can you find Australia on the map 
(larger copy below) 
 

 
 

 
Can you find some facts about a Duck-Billed 
Platypus. 
Here are some webpages to help you. 
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammal
s/platypus/ 

 

https://www.activewild.com/platypus-facts-for-kids/ 

Write some tricky words that you need to practice (words 
you cannot sound out) and see if you can read them.  
 

Understanding the World 
(Early Learning Goal, UTW-Technology, children can use a 
laptop or tablet independently.)  
 
Use the pictures below or draw your own table, to carry 
out a technology hunt around your home. 

Technology 
Hunt 

Put a Tick next to 
the ones you have 
in your home? 

 
Laptop 

 

 
Camera 

 

 
Tablet 

 

 
Electric Toothbrush 

 

 

 

Feeling super clever? 

Can you find another piece of technology- remember 
anything you have to program can count. 
 
How much technology do you use on an average day? 
 
Choose a day this week to carry out a tally chart. 
 
Every time you use a piece of technology with your 
grown up, write a tally mark. Record a mark and then 
add the number next to it. 

 
Tally 
 

 
 
Remember lots of things around the house involve 
using technology. In my kitchen I have a washing 
machine that has a timer and a fridge that I can change 
the temperature on how a microwave.  
  
You may also use a tablet, or look on the computer, or 
watch a program on the television or listen to an 
Alexa? 
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Mobile Phone 
 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


